
Sherlock Holmes 
One-Page Mini-Analysis  

 
Thinking back to the many versions of Sherlock Holmes we watched, recall key differences in the 

representations of Sherlock Holmes and then answer the following question in a one-page, single-spaced, 
typed response. 

 
Question: Though all representations of Holmes are based very faithfully on the text, why are they so 
strikingly different?  What is the reason for the very different interpretations of the same character, his 
relationship with others, or his ability (or inability) to show emotion?  Use specific examples to support 
your claims.   
 
The versions:  
-Masterpiece Theater 1984-1985: Jeremy Brett as Holmes and David Burke as Watson 
-Elementary 2012: Jonny Lee Miller as Holmes and Lucy Liu as Watson 
-Sherlock BBC 2010-2012:  Benedict Cumberbatch as Holmes and Martin Freeman as Watson  
-Sherlock Holmes – Film 2009/2011: Robert Downey, Jr. as Holmes and Jude Law as Watson  
 
Format:  
-Single Spaced 
-Times New Roman 
-12 Point Font 
-Standard MLA Heading  
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